
In recent years, many small local shops have closed because customers travel to large shopping 
centers or malls to do their shopping.

Is this a positive or a negative development?

Recently, malls have caused many local shopsping to have closed, because people tend to go to large 
shopping centers to buy everything that they need for their houses. In customers' opinion, without 
doubt, it is beneficial for them, but this trend can destroy many small businesses. 

There are many reasons that/why individuals are willing to buy from malls. First and foremost, a 
department store is divided into several big parts, each of which sells one type of thing/item, such as, 
clothes, furniture, kitchen equipment and much more besides that help households to purchase in a 
short time. Second, in these kinds of stores, we could have a proper purchase in terms of money/ 
money-wise due to the fact that different kinds of factoriesy sell their products to them in at a lower 
price for some reasons. Firstly, markets buy them a huge amount of their manufactured goodsproduces. 
Secondly, for advertising their productsions, so that they find their costumers for their future plan. Last 
but not least, such markets provide many much more facilities for families to enjoy the environment in 
addition to an appropriate purchase that they have. For example, playgrounds for children, food courts 
with various kinds of meals and most importantly, the convenient place for parking cars. 

On the other hand, in spite of the many pros that shopping centers have offeredfacilitate for us, they 
discourage some people from retailing, hence small shops are closing down one by one. Not only is it 
bad for us, on some occasions, but also it causes trouble for the owners of this trade, and also it is an 
area of serious concern.

In a nutshell, that supermarkets have taken business away from shops in the city centers is indisputable, 
and also in some cases it has causeds problems for citizens. Other than that their the benefits of such 
kinds of stores outweigh the disadvantages.

   


